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ABSTRACT
Musculoskeletal defects of fetal limbs are rare. Causes of these abnormalities include anomic band syndrome, exposure to teratogenic agents, illicit drug use, diabetes, and autosomal recessive inheritance. Tetraphocomelia is a rare congenital musculoskeletal malformation characterized by total or partial agenesis of long bones of the extremities, causing the hands and feet to emerge directly from the fetal trunk. Its incidence is 0.62 cases per 100,000 live births. It can occur as an isolated defect, but also can occasionally be associated with craniofacial malformations and other systemic abnormalities. Prenatal ultrasound evaluation allows early diagnosis of these fetal abnormalities, including most musculoskeletal malformations. Diagnosis should be performed carefully and interpreted with caution, since the presence of other associated systemic abnormalities should be sought. A case of prenatal diagnosis of fetal tetraphocomelia is reported.
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RESUMEN
Los defectos musculosqueléticos de las extremidades fetales son raros. Las causas de estas anomalías incluyen síndrome de banda amniótica, exposición a agentes teratogénicos, consumo de drogas ilícitas, diabetes y herencia autosómica recesiva. La tetrafocomelia es una malformación musculosquelética congénita rara caracterizada por agenesia total o parcial de los huesos largos de las extremidades, haciendo que las manos y los pies surjan directamente del tronco fetal. Su incidencia es de 0,62 casos por cada 100,000 nacidos vivos. Puede ocurrir como un defecto aislado, pero en ocasiones también puede asociarse con malformaciones craneofaciales y otras anomalías sistémicas. La evaluación ecográfica prenatal permite realizar el diagnóstico temprano de estas alteraciones fetales, incluyendo la mayoría de las malformaciones musculosqueléticas. Esta evaluación debe realizarse en forma meticulosa e interpretarse con cautela, buscando la presencia de otras anomalías sistémicas asociadas. Se reporta un caso de diagnóstico prenatal de tetrafocomelia.
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INTRODUCTION
Fetal limb defects, although rare, can occur in the prenatal period and ultrasonography is useful to detect them1. Phocomelia is a disease characterized by malformation of teratogenic origin consisting of absence of intermediate osteomuscular segments of the upper or lower limb and is known to be an adverse effect of thalidomide2.

Tetraphocomelia is the severe and rare combination of total or partial agenesis of both upper and lower limbs, which leads to the terminal portions of the limbs (hands and feet) appearing directly from the fetal trunk in flipper-like structures. Its prevalence is approximately 0.62 cases per 100,000 births, although this is decreasing due to advances in diagnostic imaging1,2. A case of prenatal diagnosis of tetraphocomelia is presented.
CASE REPORT

This is a 23-year-old primigravida patient with a 12-week pregnancy, who was referred to the high-risk prenatal consultation for the presence of severe fetal anatomical alterations of the musculoskeletal system during routine ultrasound evaluation. The patient reported that the pregnancy was conceived spontaneously and denied consanguinity ties with the couple. She also denied a history of tobacco, alcohol and/or illicit drug use, exposure to radiation, eruptive diseases during pregnancy, personal history of diabetes mellitus, hypertension, renal disease and family history of genetic or congenital alterations.

During the ultrasound evaluation, a single live intrauterine fetus was observed with marked increase in nuchal translucency (above the 99th percentile for gestational age), with both fetal hands and feet closely attached to the trunk and absence of long bones in the upper and lower extremities. Both hands appeared to emerge directly from the thorax, with evidence of oligo-dactyly in the right hand (Figure 1). Both lower extremities emerged from the fetal pelvis with only two toes on each foot. Micrognathia and marked thoracic narrowing were also present. The fetal heart and brain as well as the umbilical cord and placenta were apparently normal. No other fetal anomalies were identified. In view of the findings a diagnosis of fetal tetraphocomelia was made. The fetal karyotype showed a 46,XX fetus with no obvious chromosomal abnormalities.

Two weeks later, the patient went to the emergency room for genital bleeding and the diagnosis of intrauterine fetal death was confirmed due to the absence of fetal cardiac activity. After cervical ripening, a dead female fetus with normal umbilical cord and placenta was obtained.

Necropsy confirmed diagnosis of tetraphocomelia with alterations in all four extremities, with hands and feet arising directly from the fetal trunk and absence of long bones in all four limbs. No abnormalities in other organs or systems were detected.

DISCUSSION

The spectrum of anatomically altered defects of the upper and lower extremities is broad and etiologically heterogeneous. Although definitive diagnosis may be elusive, especially in the prenatal period when it is difficult to exclude or confirm other features of syndromic causes, it has very important implications with respect to prognosis and general genetic counseling (2-4).

Tetraphocomelia is a congenital disorder characterized by alterations in the normal growth and
development of the intermediate segments of the upper and lower extremities. In this condition, hands and feet are directly attached to the trunk like flippers\(^{(1,3,4)}\). It can occur as an isolated defect, but can sometimes be associated with craniofacial malformations and other systemic anomalies, such as horseshoe kidney, polycystic kidney, cleft palate, hypertelorism and microretrognathia\(^{(1,2)}\).

The development of the fetal limbs begins on the 26th day of intrauterine life. The upper limbs culminate their development at 12 weeks while the lower limbs complete this process around 14 weeks of gestation. During this period, the apical ectodermal ridge appears at the most distal end of the limb bud. This ridge interacts with the underlying mesoderm and determines the appropriate longitudinal growth of the limb, as well as the differentiation of distal and proximal structures\(^{(2)}\).

Cell death by apoptosis due to any cause, such as vascular insufficiency or pharmacological toxicity, interrupts this process and causes the appearance of osteomuscular alterations\(^{(5)}\). Any alteration in this normal pattern results in different types of malformed appendages, such as partial (meromelia) or complete (amelia) absence of one or more limbs. Sometimes, long bones are absent and rudimentary hands and feet are attached to the trunk by small irregularly shaped bones\(^{(6)}\).

Phocomelia occurs in 0.62 live births per 100,000 live births. Approximately half of the cases show isolated phocomelia, of which one third have associated major congenital anomalies and about 10% have syndromes related to the condition. In addition, more than 40% of cases have two-limb involvement and less than 3% have four-limb involvement. The left side is more commonly affected than the right. When two limbs are affected, the upper limbs are the most affected\(^{(3)}\).

The most common cause of congenital limb defects is vascular disruption, such as amniotic bridge syndrome. Other causes include teratogenic agents (thalidomide, excess vitamin A), illicit drugs (cocaine, alcohol), diabetes mellitus, radiation exposure, and fetal chromosomal abnormalities (trisomy 18)\(^{(5,7,8)}\). In addition to thalidomide as the causative agent, there is evidence of an autosomal recessive inheritance pattern with marked variability of phenotypic expression (autosomal recessive trait mutation linked to chromosome 8)\(^{(9)}\). At present, and excluding possible consanguinity between parents, radiation exposure during the first trimester seems to be the most probable cause of musculoskeletal alterations. Advanced maternal age (over 35 years) has also been proposed by some investigators as a risk factor for the increased frequency of congenital malformations of the fetal limbs\(^{(2,5)}\).

Ultrasonography for screening of structural anomalies is a convenient, inexpensive, and widely accepted procedure, making it one of the most common diagnostic procedures for prenatal evaluation. It can provide adequate evidence of structural anomalies in most cases. The high sensitivity and specificity for detection of structural anomalies are widely accepted\(^{(3,10)}\).

Fetal ultrasound can detect most fetal congenital limb defects at the time of nuchal translucency evaluation. Ultrasound evaluation should be performed meticulously and interpreted with caution when making the diagnosis of fetal phocomelia. A thorough search for other possible associated anomalies is necessary, as these may be present in approximately half of the patients diagnosed. Most fetuses present intrauterine growth retardation\(^{(3)}\). Other less frequent findings include facial clefts (lip and palate), nasal and auricular anatomical anomalies, facial hemangioma, hypertelorism, exophthalmos, microcephaly, microgastria, oligohydranmios, renal anomalies (polycystic or dysplastic kidney) and cardiac defects (ventricular septal defect and patent ductus arteriosus)\(^{(10)}\). When there is suspicion of a genetic cause of the condition, the evaluation should include thorough evaluation for chromosomal and genetic abnormalities. Invasive procedures, such as chorionic villus biopsy and amniocentesis, are useful for prenatal diagnosis in cases with suggestive ultrasound findings\(^{(4)}\).

Differential diagnoses of tetraphocomelia include Roberts syndrome, which is a rare autosomal recessive disorder caused by mutation...
in the ESC02 gene characterized by severe limb malformations and craniofacial defects. Similarly, thrombocytopenia with radial aplasia is a rare autosomal recessive disorder related to the RBM8A gene whose manifestations are thrombocytopenia and radial limb deficiency. Finally, severe limb defects, vertebral hypersegmentation and mirror polydactyly syndrome is an autosomal recessive disorder manifesting as severe limb hypoplasia, polydactyly and spinal hypersegmentation\(^{(8,11,12)}\).

The aim of postnatal management of the newborn with phocomelia is to evaluate possible associated anomalies, especially cardiac and renal, and to treat them promptly and appropriately. Importantly, newborns with fewer craniofacial anomalies and limb defects, together with a birth length greater than 37 centimeters, have a better prognosis. However, survival beyond infancy is infrequent, since they may present marked growth alterations and some cases may have severe mental alterations\(^{(10)}\).

Although there is no cure for patients with phocomelia, therapeutic options have advanced in recent decades. Some prostheses can replace missing limbs, while physical-occupational therapy improves quality of life. Prostheses can be very useful for lower limb impairments and for partial or total absence of the upper limbs. However, if there is evidence of any functional capacity of the upper limbs, it is necessary to evaluate their function before recommending any surgical procedure\(^{(2)}\).

As a conclusion, tetraphocomelia is a congenital disorder characterized by partial or total agenesis of the upper and lower limbs, leading to hands and feet arising directly from the trunk. Prenatal ultrasound is essential to detect all fetal anomalies, including limb anomalies. The main elements for prenatal diagnosis include undeveloped limbs, with or without other associated anomalies. There is no specific treatment, but limb prostheses may be helpful in some cases.
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